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Why Social Media Work 
isn’t for me
I am actually a quiet person. 

No-one who knows me in real life 
would guess this. I’ve been described as 
“gregarious,” “(too) confident,” even 
“weird” etc., but never “quiet.”

Often around the first of  every year 
I joke that I’m going to resolve to be a 
shy person. My shy friends marvel at 
this. “Why,” they ask, “would you want 
to be shy? You have confidence, social 
situations are easy for you.”

I don’t really want to be shy, of  
course. My friends tell me they suffer 
greatly from their fears of  making fools 
of  themselves in public. Making a fool of 
myself  in public is inbred in me, more 
easily done by my clan than slicing a hot 
knife through butter. But there’s 
something so peaceful, it seems, in being 
a quiet person. Quiet people happily 
revel in their solitary pursuits. I’m not 
that kind of  quiet person; I keep my real 
thoughts and feelings close to the vest, all 

the while seeming open and honest with 
everyone. Even in my clubbing (i.e. 
dancing, not murdering) days, I 
preferred the clubs that had the loudest 
music, where you were made to succumb 
to the beat, along with the mass of  
bodies engulfing you on the dance floor. 
You could feel at one with or alone in the 
crowd, depending on your mood. My 
friends are my lifeline, so naturally I love 
them. Some of  the best days (or nights, I 
should say) were those come-home-
sweaty-and-spent-at-3am dance raves 
that I spent with these friends in my 
youth. I wish I could live some of  those 
days again. But now, since the advent of  
social media, I am finding that I have too 
many friends. I’ve veered from my goals 
in life. This post is meant to help me 
figure out why. 

Social media has never been a 
challenge for me. I navigated the 
Internet and the Web in their early days. 

Technology is in my blood. I’ve never felt 
the pain of  shyness there. I walked into 
systems admin jobs with nary a 
computer science course. I’ve designed 
databases with no degrees in design or 
programming. I can just pick up the 
tech; it doesn’t scare me. Some of  it 
bores me to tears, of  course (no offense 
SAP or all of  you patched-together 
legacy systems), but I can learn it if  I 
need to. 

Naturally a gregarious and 
confident person with tech and 
psychology experience would “do well” 
in the social media arena. I make all 
sorts of  contacts and can have an 
interesting conversation about any 
subject with people all over the world at 
any time. It’s almost an intellectual’s 
embarrassment of  riches.  It’s also a 
death trap.

After quitting work in 2004 to 
concentrate on writing and raising our 

Where am I looking? 
Obviously not at my 
own advice.
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our child, I wrote a lot. In 2006 I 
had our second child. In 2007 I 
went to Podcamp Philly and things 
in social media realm grew 
“organically”  from there. --Social 
media people will use this term, 
“organic growth,” to mean the non-
forced gathering of  followers and 
friends, comments and links online. 
In other words, I didn’t partake in 
any schemes to get followers or 
elicit comments on my blog. I just 
put content out there and people 
came. It was a “If  you build it, they 
will come” kind of  thing. --

Now I’m past this idea of  
organic growth; we all know that 
blogs posts disappear in the 
darkness no matter how well-
written they are, that mostly spam 
bots follow you on Twitter, that you 
can buy more followers for 100 
bucks, that Facebook is not much 
help to businesses or people unless 
they have something to do with 
virtual farms or e-tropical fish. 

Blog posts need promotion like search 
engine optimization and any number of  
other marketing techniques to get noticed. 
Twitter accounts need to be maintained: 
for a modicum of  integrity, one must 
weed out the spammers and bots; for a 
semblance of  a “platform” one must keep 
their tweets to a certain subject area.

Many of  you are probably thinking 
‘No, no, just let it sit, tweet what you 
want, screw people who pigeonhole you’ 
and this is a fine approach, I’m sure. It 
isn’t an approach I can take. I have these 
instincts and habits of  integrity around 
tech, and they are impossible for me to 
ignore. I try to keep my Twitter follower 
list as equal (you follow me, I follow you) 
and as spammer-free as I can. I can’t help 
that; it is my nature. If  I am going to use 
it, that is how I roll. In terms of  Facebook, 
I mostly just ignore it, honestly, but I have 
numerous lists where I categorize each 
and every new “friend.” As for email 
communications, I delete emails as soon 
as I’ve acted upon them. These are hard-
wired habits that would just be too much 
hassle to break. 

The biggest habit that will be a hassle 
to break is the cycle of  social media. I’m 
not saying I’m addicted. Behavioral 
addictions aren’t like a physical addiction. 
I can’t break my tech-handling habits 
easily, so I can see how people have a hard 

time breaking a gambling habit or even 
just a nail-biting habit. 

The time has come for me to back 
out of  the habits I’ve formed of  checking 
Twitter every morning, of  combing 
through my RSS reader after, of  then 
going through Pinterest, then back to 
Twitter, with an occasional Facebook post 
thrown in, then email, ad infinitum.

Just admitting that I’ve allowed my 
writing habits to falter makes me want to 
vomit. Writing things out helps me, 
though, and maybe this post is my final 
contract to myself, my final wake-up call, 
that social media work holds nothing of  
promise for me, that the quality of  
“consultants” in the field is either too high 
or too low and that I really don’t see the 
use in throwing my hat into the ring, 
especially since I’m not passionate about 
it. When I worked at Mars, Inc., a 
common phrase went around the 
business: Do what you do best. This was 
the guiding principle behind the Mars 
family’s acquisitions of  new businesses. 
Can we do it best? Can we keep doing 
what we are doing best? Does it fit into 
the realm of  what we do best?

You know what I do best? Think. 
After that, write. Some would argue that I 
am quite a master at social situations and 
tech, but I don’t include them because I’m 
not passionate about those things. I am 

passionate about getting people 
information that will help them lead 
better lives. Lately, the information people 
seek from me is marketing information. 

When I was in undergrad getting my 
Psychology degree, I mentioned once in a 
seminar how a particular theory would be 
a powerful tool in the marketing realm. 
The grad student that was conducting the 
discussion at the time accused me so 
acutely: “So,” she said, “you are going to 
use your skills (meaning my Psychology 
degree) for evil?” Convincing this grad 
student I wasn’t an evil spy for the 
business world was quite a challenge after 
that. 

The fact is, though, like the graduate 
student, I hate marketing. I hate the social 
media marketing shenanigans that go on 
around me. I don’t want to use my skills 
for that evil. In the academic world, using 
your Psychology and research skills that 
the professors so painstakingly taught you 
to make a good buck in marketing makes 
you a traitor. Granted, there are plenty of  
traitors. People have to make a living. I 
could make a living at it. I’ve earned 
money doing it, booked speaking gigs, etc. 
But it isn’t what I do best and it isn’t me.
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 Think and write; Think to write. 
Write to think. These are the things I do 
best. I need to keep learning and bringing 
up creative thoughts to be able to write 
well. When I write, I feel like I’ve 
contributed something to the world. 
Social media participation and consulting 
do help me think sometimes, and 
sometimes I bring up a creative thought 
or two about it, but I’m not writing. 
Something has to give.

Some of  you are probably getting a 
bit insulted at this. Well, who am I kidding 
- probably many of  you. My readers are 
mostly social media people, the early 
adopters, the crowd from the old Seesmic 
days. I’m not insulting you. I am 
complementing you. I can’t do what you 
do. I can’t be an independent social media 
consultant, nor did I ever want to be. Like 
my jobs in tech, I was just going with the 
flow. 

This is where it may get hairy 
between you and me. Take this as you 
like, but I have to say it: You and I see the 
trends. We see what is coming down the 
pike. Companies aren’t reaching the 
Promised Land of  Customer Engage-
ment. Users aren’t acting like they want 
them to. They will still try some thing or 
another to get the customers to buy, as 
they will always do; They are always 
looking for that secret sauce (see: 
“neuromarketing”), but the golden days of 
social media are over. These companies 
are turning more and more toward 
established PR agencies for online 
outreach. I can’t compete in that area 
because I don’t want to use my 
Psychology degrees for evil (until I have 
to), and I want to be home with my kids… 
and write.

I know a lot of  things about behavior 
and markets and how to communicate to 
masses of  people. Why? Because when 
I’m not online, I study. I read. I have two 
degrees in Psychology but I still am 
constantly absorbing new stuff. I watch 
trends. I listen. Usually I can give people 5 
new ideas about their businesses when we 
are at meet-ups, right on the spot. By 
synthesizing and customizing the 
information I’ve gathered in my travels 
and knowing what to read and when, I 
can produce insights that other consul-

tants haven’t even touched. I’m not 
bragging, this is just who I am and how I 
work. Many people who’ve met me can 
attest to this fact. I fascinate people by 
engaging them at their level and assessing 
their belief  systems in less time than it 
takes you to get out your business card. 
I’m observant and mostly, I’m kind. I try 
to treat each person I meet with under-
standing and kindness. And I always turn 
the conversations back to them and their 
goals. 

Obviously I’ve had a great time; I’ve 
let the social media world swallow me up. 
The sweet seduction of  interesting links as 
food for thought have caught me like a 
child mesmerized by the dulcet wafting 
aromas of  a candy store. I think and think 
and think. But I don’t write. 

I’ve been examining this not-writing 
thing. Do I not write out of  fear? Perhaps 
a bit. I am a quiet person, after all, and I 
don’t have a lot of  courage to share my 
fiction. (Poetry, somehow, I don’t care 
enough about to shield).

But fear would be a convenient place 
to hide. It isn’t fear. I blog all the time. If  I 
believed in my novel’s structure and 
quality I wouldn’t be shy to share it. No, it 
isn’t fear. It’s much worse. It’s habits.

My habits hold me back. The lifeline 
of  friends, the mass of  dancing partners, 
the boom, boom, boom of  a shared 
heartbeat - Social networks are like a 
River of  Life. Ideas flow over its banks. 
Youthful caprice soaks the earth. Humor 
pumps mill wheels of  laughter. It’s so, so 
much more fun than tackling a huge, 
solitary, very-very-delayed-gratification 
pursuit like a novel. 

Being a quiet person, inside, very 
guarded with my true opinions, etc., 
makes me an ideal target for this River of  
Life. It is an ambrosia to being stuck in 
my own head, which happens often. I also 
have a history in my youth that I won’t 
spend too much time on, but let’s just say 
I was forced to spend a lot of  time on my 
own and take care of  myself  at an early 
age. Being alone and without a River of  
Life too long makes me panic.

I’m rambling. The point is, there are 
many different aspects to my wanting to 
get out of  social media, even though I 
have no idea how to do it. I know Twitter 

and Facebook are now a part of  
everyone’s every day lives (even if  they 
don’t use the services). Avoiding it all 
seems unlikely and unhealthy. But I must 
get to a place where I can balance the 
draw of  constant attention, positive 
feedback and company with the solitude I 
need to make a contribution to the world. 
If  I only had, say, 10 years left to live, I 
wouldn’t want my Twitter stream to be 
what stands up for me in the Test of  
Time. I don’t want my disjointed 
Facebook updates to be the only memoir 
left for my children. This is all ego, what 
I’m saying right now, and I know this. But 
I don’t feel like what I bring to the social 
media space is all that life-changing, 
especially since I don’t share a lot of  the 
real knowledge I have about how people 
work. 

Who knows if  I even have a unique 
voice for writing? I could be stepping out 
of  an arena where I’ve had some success 
into a pit of  lions where I’ll most surely be 
eaten. I could have had a career in tech 
but I left that. I wanted something more. 
And I could have a career in social media, 
but still, I want more. My strategy of  
playing things close to the vest in terms of 
my insights probably means that I didn’t 
give social media or marketing consulting 
a chance, but I never wanted to. I hopped 
on the River and I floated along. Almost 4 
years later and I’m still floating, sans effort 
and at the mercy of  the rapids. 

On Saturday I’m going to shop for a 
quiet little alarm clock. Each week I’ll get 
up earlier and earlier, make my tea, and 
come into my little makeshift office area in 
the basement, under newly installed 
(bright! bright!) task lighting. I’ll work on a 
structure for my books, a few scrawny 
little ideas that are wonderful but have to 
be fed, and I’ll try very hard to 
concentrate, to not allow my mind to 
wander, to think, think, think, then write, 
then perhaps allow myself  some time to 
take a sip from the River. I can’t stray too 
far from it, of  course, because it is the 
very thing that interests me, tech’s 
connection with people and people’s 
connections with tech… but I’ll have to 
give it all it is worth not to fall in again.

-Christine Cavalier 
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